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23th February 2014-Arrival
Arrival
This day we arrived at Nevşehir airport at night, and from there we moved to
Goreme where we were welcomed by Serkan, our Turkish host.
24th February 2014
The next morning, we
we had the first contact with all participants at breakfast
where apart from introducing ourselves we also talked about the
th program and
activities to do this day.
From Göreme
reme we were taken to the Faculty of Fine Arts in the town of
Hacibektas (Nevşehir).
). There we attended a welcome reception and a guided tour
to
around the building.. Then we were shown a brief concert of welcome by the staff of
the Faculty.
During the first working session were shown the presentation from all partners
and their involvement in the Songs in Europe project. UK and Spain were shown their
statements after lunch to finish with an evaluation meeting and came
me back to Göreme.
Gö
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25th February 2014
This day we started with a working breakfast at the hotel and later to come
further back to the Faculty of Fine Arts. Throughout the working sessions of this day
we could participate in singing and dancing workshops organized by the Turkish group
(teachers and students) and in the activities that the rest of the participants had
prepared for that session.
After finishing the workshops we came back to Göreme
reme where we had free
time to explore the area and
an appreciate its cultural heritage.
In the evening, were
ere taken to a “Turkish Night” where we were shown a great
variety of traditional Turkish dances.
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26th February 2014
After the traditional breakfast of equipment we were taken to the Nevsehir
University Campus. There we were greeted by the Dean of the Faculty of Education
who discussed the advantages of the project Song in Europe and we seek future lines
of joint work. After visiting the building we had an evaluation meeting of the working
sessions
sions held in this meeting as well as the design and preparation of following actions.
After this, we spend the afternoon visiting an underground city and the Göreme OpenAir Museum (Unesco
Unesco World Heritage Site).
Site). The museum offers the best of churches
carved into the rock with beautiful frescoes, as well as, unique examples of rock
architecture. Then, we had free time and some of the participants took advantage to
have a "Turkish bath".
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After dinner we met in a nearby pub where apart from sharing fun and leisure time,
we sang songs of the project and received our attendance certificates.

27 de Febrero de 2014
Farewell workgroup. Departure day for the Spanish team. Airport transfer to Nevşehir
Airport and flight to Madrid with a layover in Istanbul.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission.
This publication [communication] is the sole responsibility of its author, and the
Commission cannot be held responsible for the use made of the information contained
therein.
It has been a close and participatory meeting in which the different participants have
shared experiences related to the culture of their countries and their transmission
through music and dance experiences.
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